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Using Your Altar Card to Create Sacred Space

Soul Illumination Altar Cards bring beauty and intention to your life. They are perfect for 
creating sacred space, focusing your intention and for calling Divine Assistance. What do 
you need most in your life? Focus on the imagery of your altar card, read its invocation 
aloud, and let your intention soar to Spirit. Now, relax, and just receive!
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Jaguar Shaman
Medicine to Shape Shift Your Life
Intention • Realization • Transformation  

“Jaguar Shaman, Master Seer and Guide of my Soul, 
Assist me now through clarity of focus, clarity of intention, 

That I may now shape shift my life through Divine intervention. 
   

It is time to shape shift your reality through the medicine of intention that 
Jaguar Shaman offers you now. This wise, master seer understands the 
weavings of the invisible Spirit world and the visible, physical world. She 
teaches you the power of transformation through focus and intention.

Align to your true heart’s desires and soul passions. Breathe. Be still. Connect 
upwards and receive the energy flow from Heaven to Earth, aligning with 
timeless knowing, and vast potential. Now focus this light to your dreams.

With clear focus and intention, you will shape shift your entire being, and the 
life you express.Take time to focus on beauty, on love, and all that inspires, 
looking beyond all limitation. Observe within and without. Be in the flow of 
Spirit. This alignment will shape shift your entire being and life expressing.

If Jaguar Shaman has inspired you today, ask her to be your ally. Ask for her 
assistance for clear, soulful, heart centered intentions to arise fully in your 
consciousness, fueling your life into form. You are being initiated into the 
awakened, shape shifter of your own life.
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